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A triple anniversary

Unbelievable, but true! For already 50 years, Bulgaria
has been one of the few places in the world, where experts
in puppetry are trained.

In the autumn of 1962 three of the young and modern-
minded artists in Sofia Puppet Theater – the schenograph-
er arch. Ivan Tzonev and the graduate directors Atanas
Ilkov and Nikolina Georgieva managed to convince the
Rector of the Academy then – Zhelcho Mandadjiev to
admit experimentally a class of actors in the studies of
„Puppet Theatre“. This is how they put the start of higher
education in this field.

Starting modestly, almost without money and without
puppets, mainly through their passion and imagination,
they achieved amazing results, which helped them gradual-
ly gain reputation among the colleagues from „the big the-
ater“, of which department they formed part at first. Only
10 years later the first director of the subject was admitted,
and in 1992 the studies in schenography for puppet theater
were opened.

In fact, in 2012 we celebrate not one, but three anniver-
saries: 50 years Acting for Puppet Theater, 40 years Direc-
ting a Puppet Theater and 20 years Scenography for Puppet
Theater.

It is amazing how a small country like Bulgaria, which
cannot boast of significant traditions in puppet theater,
today enjoys a nationwide network of professional theaters
and ranks in the forefront of countries, which offer higher
education and puppetry on a high professional level!

The establishment of an organized puppet theater in
Bulgaria is a result of a worldwide revival of the genre dur-
ing the 19th and 20th century. Without belittling the role
of countries with long traditions, such as England, Italy
and Germany, it was Czech Republic that had crucial influ-
ence to Bulgaria.
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Czechs were an active part of the social and cultural life
of the country before and after the Liberation. It is enough
to mention the names of Constantine Irechek, Jan (Ivan)
Mrkvicka, Jaroslav Vesin, Proshek and Tzibulka families
and we will think of many, many others. It was the Czech
immigrants that created the first orchestras in the country.
They were the main initiators and activists in the founding
and activity of „Slavic talk.“

In the 19th century national liberation movements led
by intellectuals raised forces in Bohemia, Moravia and
Slovakia. One of their goals was to create theaters, which
would be presented in their native language, not the offi-
cial German (and in the Slovak lands – Hungarian). Only
the wandering puppeteers presented productions in vernac-
ular language and were received cordially by the leaders of
the movement. Leading cultural figures began to enagage
with puppetry. Prominent Czech artists designed many
small „family puppet theaters“ in order to enable parents
to present to their children the stories in their native lan-
guage. Such theaters appeared in Bulgaria in the home of
Proshek and in the society „Czech“. Different manuals and
guides for puppet theater appeared.1

These Czech-Slovak initiatives turned out to be essen-
tially similar to the struggle of Bulgarian intellectuals
against the aging Turkization and Orientalization. The
newly created puppet theater to „Slavic talk“ (1924-1940) fol-
lowed the Czech model – a theater with educational func-
tions. After the proclamation of the Czechoslovak
Republic, the puppet movement there intensified. Over
2,000 puppet troupes on a very high artistic level were reg-
istered. The journal „Loutkarzh“ („Kuklar“) was released.
Czechs became the initiators and founders of the
International Organization UNIMA – founded in Prague
in 1929 and also started its recovery after World War II. In
1952 they opened the world's first department for puppet
theater as part of the Prague Theatre Academy. 

These Czech activities provoked serious stirring in the
puppet theater circles of Europe. They were the reasons for
the appearance of the first international festival under the
auspices of UNIMA in Bucharest – in 1958, 1960 and 1965.

The participation of Bulgarians in the first festival in
1958 was not rememberable, but it made possible for them
to see the appearance of three world-renowned artists:
Margareta Niculescu („Hand with five fingers“), Ian
Vilkovski („Ginyol in trouble“) and Yves Joly („Tragedy of
paper“). These performances showed development in a com-
pletely different and unknown to the Bulgarian Puppet
Theater direction. The festival was a challenge for our pup-
peteers, it showed them that puppet theater was no longer
the same, that new times had come – it had changed.

Two years later, the Second Festival (1960) honored
Bulgarian artists Liliana Docheva („Rabbit School“),
Nikolina Georgieva and Atanas Ilkov („Petya and the
Wolf“).

1 Such information
was found on a post-
card on occasion of
the I UNIMA
Congress of
20.V.1929 On the
face clearly legible
were the names of
some of the
founders, like Haji
from Turkey, Buk
from Germany,
Pyotr Bogatiryov
from Russia, Dr.
Irjih Veseli from
Czech Republic,
Elisaveta Konsulova-
Vazova from
Bulgaria and others.
On the back side it
said clearly that
every puppeteer
should own:
„Loutkarzh“
Magazine, „300
props for dolls“ by
Fr. Yarishka; "Album
patterns for sewing
puppets“ by A.B.
Suhardova,
„Furniture for pup-
pets“ by Professor K.
Fischer.
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Particularly impressive to all was the performance
„Petya and the Wolf.“ A modern play on music by Sergei
Prokofiev. The relativity and plastic of the puppets with
geometric shapes attracted the attention. Complemented by
the actor's real hand, they offer bright, expressive move-
ments. Surprisingly, the guns of the hunters were just pipes
and the cat and the wolf were made of tensed springs. The
viewer was conquered, not by tracing the story, but by the
joy to read the ingenious distinctive messages in the musi-
cal narrative.

It was this success that gave confidence to young Ilkov,
Tzonev and Georgieva to continue to develop in the direc-
tion of modern theater. More and more interesting per-
formances appeared and the most successful and unsur-
passed until now performance for adults „The Treasure of
Sylvester“ – staging by Atanas Ilkov, scenography arch. Ivan
Tzonev.

The encounter of artists, illuminated by modern ideas
with the conservative mentality and outdated realistic taste,
the dissatisfaction of the routine and the desire to increase
professionalism2 led them to the conclusion that in order
to develop puppet theater as contemporary art, it needs
qualified young experts capable to meet the new challenges of time.

In 1961-1962, three of our first teachers – Ilkov,
Georgieva and Tzonev passed short specializations in the
puppet department of the Prague Academy under the
supervision of Professors Ian Malik and Eric Kolar. In the
autumn of 1962 the first class was admitted.

At NATFA a new, specific puppet theater aesthetics, dif-
ferent from that in Sofia puppet theater started to develop
and cultivate. The aim of our teachers was not to produce
puppeteers, but to provoke students to develop as modern
creative personalities, to master skills and abilities, but
mainly to form in themselves correct criteria and taste to the
aesthetics of the puppet theatrical. This had a direct impact on
subsequent generations of artists, as well as on the overall
development of Bulgarian puppet theater.

„In its stunning development the puppet theater turned out to
be the theatrical art with most complex aesthetic problems, the solu-
tion of which requires extensive culture and knowledge of all kinds
of arts. The variety of means and the ways of their transformation
can be inexhaustibly different. That is why the unity, the amalgam
and the synthesis between them is elusive.“3

These words of Professor Ilkov were like the main clue
in search of puppet department over the years. Today the
Bulgarian puppet artists are professionally trained to meet
tasks of any kind. Contemporary Puppet Theater is incom-
parable to what it was before 50 or 30 years. And if ever
before the „remaking“ of the voice and the puppeteer's
skills were enough, today the artist on the puppet stage
should be able to play by all means and on different lev-
els. The forms changed, its aesthetic evolved.

"Theater of illusion gave way to theater of desillusion. The cur-
tains are up, the stage is open. The puppet and its incarnator – the
actor appeared in front of the viewers in their full equality. The rela-
tion actor-puppet, which we used to solve one way (vertical only)
suddenly gave grounds for many new, interesting and unexpected
solutions in all possible directions.......This merger and separation,
this removal from the puppet character (in front of the viewer) also
became a miracle.4“ 

That „miracle“, which Prof. Georgieva speaks about, dis-

tinguishes the contemporary Bulgarian puppet artist from
others. Due to its multidimensional creativity, he is known
around the world and enjoys the respect of his colleagues.
Today our actors win awards at international forums, and
our directors and scenographers are called for performanc-
es outside the country. Students from other countries come
to study in our department. Now Bulgarian Puppet School
performs, in the region, the mission of Czech intellectuals
of the past – to promote the development of modern pup-
pet theatrical art.

For the past 50 years in the field of Puppet Studies have
graduated: 636 actors, 70 directors, 23 scenographers, 4 the-
ater experts or a total of 737 professionally trained artists
(including 35 foreigners) and over 50 graduate students
from home and abroad.

The school itself developed. A number of theoretical and
research papers were created, books and publications in col-
lections and magazines were released. Eleven people present-
ed dissertations for the educational and scientific degree
„doctor“. Among the students from the department six asso-
ciate professors (plus 1 in Sofia University), 10 professors, 1
senior research collaborator I degree in the Bulgarian
Academy of Sciences and 2 PhDs attained academic rank.
The department added as its achievement a great friend of
Bulgarian Puppet theater – the historian and theorist Prof.
Henryk Jurkowski, who in 2007 was awarded the honorary
title of Doctor Honoris Causa of NATFA „Krastyo Sarafov“.

Happy Triple Anniversary!
Translation by Nadia Zhereva

2 Professionalism is
dealing with something,
which has turned into a
profession. This requires
a high degree of
skill, which is inher-
ent to the profes-
sional (Dictionary of
words in Bulgarian
language).
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